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Welcome

Warning: Always wear a helmet, elbow pads and knee pads when riding.

Packing List



3 mm Hex Wrench

M5 Screw × 5

Valve Stem Extension

Battery Charger

Tire (For F25E)

Assembly



Unfold the handlebar stem and close the quick-release lever.

Unfold the kickstand.

Connect the wires inside the handle and the stem. Slide the handlebar onto the stem with the headlight facing

forward.

Install the 4 screws in order (two on each side) with the included hex wrench.

Activation

An inactivated KickScooter will keep beeping when turned on, and its speed is limited to 15 km/h (9.3 mph).

Scan the QR code to download the Segway-Ninebot app to register or log in.



Click “Search vehicle” and pair with your KickScooter.

Follow the instructions to watch the Riding Safety.

Click to activate the KickScooter.

How to Ride

Power on the KickScooter.



Stand on the footboard with one foot and push off with the other foot to start gliding.

Put both feet on the footboard and stand stably. Press the throttle to speed up when you are balanced. Note:

For your safety, the motor will not engage until the KickScooter reaches 3 km/h (1.9 mph).

Slow down by releasing the throttle and squeezing the brake lever. The rear light flashes when braking (not for

F20D, F30D or F40D).

To turn, shift your body and turn the handlebar slightly.

Put down the kickstand.



Charging

Charge Port

Open the charge port cover.

Insert the charge plug.

Close the charge port cover when finished.

WARNINGS

DO NOT ride on public roads, motorways, or highways unless the local laws or regulations have exceptions.

DO NOT use a mobile phone or wear earphones when riding the KickScooter.

EN DO NOT ride up and down stairs or jump over obstacles.



DO NOT ride the scooter with only one foot or one hand.

DO NOT overtake.

Watch your head when passing through doorways.

DO NOT carry any passengers.

Keep your speed between 3.1–6.2 mph (5–10 km/h) when you ride through speed bumps or other uneven

surfaces.

Avoid contacting obstacles with the tire/wheel.



DO NOT carry heavy objects on the handlebar.

DO NOT touch the hub motor after riding because it can get hot.

DO NOT touch the disc brake after riding.

DO NOT ride the scooter in the rain. DO NOT ride through puddles or other obstacles.

DO NOT park in the open air or outdoors for a long time.

Folding

Lift the safety lock and open the quick-release lever.



Lift the safety lock and open the quick-release lever again, then fold the stem.

Align and fasten the snap hook and the buckle.

Carrying

Lift by the stem to carry.

Unfolding

Disengage the snap hook from the buckle.

Unfold the handlebar stem and close the quick-release lever.

Adjusting the Disc Brake Cable

Before adjustment, make sure the scooter is powered off and not charging.



Loosen: Loosen the screw with a 4 mm hex wrench. Decrease the brake cable and tighten the screw.

Tighten: Loosen the screw with a 4 mm hex wrench. Increase the brake cable and tighten the screw.

Valve Stem Extension

Unscrew the valve cap.

Connect the valve stem extension to the tire valve stem.

Connect the pump to inflate the tire.
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